Join ASAP and the BEST program to learn about the field of intellectual property from a panel featuring patent agents, examiners and attorneys who transitioned from a STEM field to patent law.

Natalie Galley
Associate
Fish & Richardson PC
PhD’11 Mechanical Engineering, JD Harvard

Ulysses William III
Junior Intellectual Property Attorney IBM
PhD’11 Mechanical Engineering, JD Howard

Roshni Ghosh
Patent Agent
Regeneron Pharmaceuticals
PhD’12 Developmental Genetics, JD Fordham

Raymond Parker III, Senior Patent Counsel
Johnson Matthey
PhD’87 Chemistry, JD NYU

Oskar Liivak,
Cornell Intellectual Property Professor
PhD’2000 Physics, JD Yale

Friday January 19, 2018  11:00am  226 Weill Hall
Open to the graduate community.
Please register by January 12 to reserve lunch.
Sponsored by GPSAFC and the BEST Program